
Nicky Abdinor is an 
expert on doing MORE 
with less. She is an agent 
of change who will leave 
your audience believing 
in their abilities. They’ll 
learn to focus on what 
they CAN do!

Nicky is the founder of the 
registered non-profit organisation, 
Nicky’s Drive (086-364-NPO) that 
funds car adaptations for people 
with disabilities in South Africa.  
By supporting Nicky as a speaker, 
you are also helping make the 
#DreamToDrive for others a reality!

www.nickysdrive.com

Nicky is described as a “showstopper” who audiences will never forget. What makes her a unique and sought-
after international speaker is that not only does she have an inspiring personal story (her video clips will leave 
you spellbound and questioning what is possible!); Nicky’s message is enhanced by her expertise as a Clinical 
Psychologist with an ability and understanding of creating sustainable change in our attitudes, beliefs and 
emotions. 

Nicky delivers a message that is authentic and captivating, with lessons that are easily translated into actions 
in our careers and personal lives. With her witty sense of humour and natural speaking ability, Nicky not only 
keeps the attention of the audience, but also spurs them to action!

INTERNATIONAL 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Born without arms, not without attitude!

T E S T IMONI A L S:  “You touched the hearts and minds of everyone in the room.” - Anthea Scholtz, Deloitte 

“Thanks for your energy, humour, motivation,  
resilience and for being such an impressive and 
impactful raconteur. I left your orbit as a stronger 
leader!”
Nandini Basuthakur, CEO, Procurement Leaders™

P R E V IOUS C L IEN T S INC L UDE:

"As a client, Nicky makes me the hero of any event.  
She is a one in a million find in keynote speakers."
Nicolas Le Roux, Travelport

“Resilience, adaptability, and perseverance have new 
meanings for me because of Nicky Abdinor!”
Julie Gerdeman, SAP Ariba

"If there’s one person who captures those rare 
Mandelian values, it is Nicky Abdinor."
Prof. Jonathan Jansen (Education Advocate)

"Nicky has a wonderful gift to connect to each and 
every person in the audience. Her talk is heartfelt and 
sincere and she has the rare ability to speak to all 
levels of an organisation."
Mariki Schwiebus, PEP Head Office

"Nicky’s infectious optimism is exactly the kind of 
inspiration we need in our country right now."
Mike Russell, Bridge House

www.nickyabdinor.com

C +27 84 554 0990

E info@nickyabdinor.com

WATCH NICKY'S  
TEDx TALK

BOOK NICKY
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